Case Study
Trade & Post Trade Repository, Data
Acquisition & Lineage for Leading
Nordic Bank

Client
Leading Nordic and European Bank, with largest customer base in Nordics, and more than 1400 branches
across Nordic and Baltic regions.

Challenges
Improve regulatory compliance, adhere to BCBS needs, and resolve data lineage issues.

Scope
Development, Maintenance & Support of Markets’ Common Data Model that holds the repository of
trade information throughout the life cycle and post- trade GL information. Create a metadata model
that traces data, and maintains a lineage of the data to the golden source.

LTI Solution
Maintain a trade repository of all instruments received from Front Office. Data consolidation, aggregation,
and format standardization. This repository is used for all Financial & Regulatory reporting, as well as
storage of general ledger information.

Business Benefits Delivered
Operational stability for data acquisition: 99.99%; Consolidation of trade data across 60+ source systems.
Highly robust layer for regulatory reporting, with very minimal job failures over a 12-month period, which
are minor in nature.
200 TB+ database capable of scaling.

LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company, helping more than 250 clients succeed
in a converging world. With operations in 27 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform, enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded 20
years ago as the information technology division of the Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us
unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our
team of more than 20,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology
operations, and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or
follow us at @LTI_Global
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